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Description:

A guide to todays urban cycling renaissance, with information on cyclings health benefits, safety, bikes and bike equipment, bike lanes, bike
sharing, and other topics.Bicycling in cities is booming, for many reasons: health and environmental benefits, time and cost savings, more and better
bike lanes and paths, innovative bike sharing programs, and the sheer fun of riding. City Cycling offers a guide to this urban cycling renaissance,
with the goal of promoting cycling as sustainable urban transportation available to everyone. It reports on cycling trends and policies in cities in
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North America, Europe, and Australia, and offers information on such topics as cycling safety, cycling infrastructure provisions including bikeways
and bike parking, the wide range of bike designs and bike equipment, integration of cycling with public transportation, and promoting cycling for
women and children.City Cycling emphasizes that bicycling should not be limited to those who are highly trained, extremely fit, and daring enough
to battle traffic on busy roads. The chapters describe ways to make city cycling feasible, convenient, and safe for commutes to work and school,
shopping trips, visits, and other daily transportation needs. The book also offers detailed examinations and illustrations of cycling conditions in
different urban environments: small cities (including Davis, California, and Delft, the Netherlands), large cities (including Sydney, Chicago, Toronto
and Berlin), and “megacities” (London, New York, Paris, and Tokyo). These chapters offer a closer look at how cities both with and without
historical cycling cultures have developed cycling programs over time. The book makes clear that successful promotion of city cycling depends on
coordinating infrastructure, programs, and government policies.

I wrote this lengthy review for a class assignment, with Amazon in mind:John Pucher and Ralph Buehler, the principle authors of City Cycling, aim
to portray recent trends in cycling, identify the most effective measures for increasing cycling levels, improve safety, and make cycling possible for
all segments of society (for those who are able). 16 of the 21 contributors have their doctorates; City Cycling is a wonky book, and does not
pretend to be anything different. Nevertheless, the book is quite readable. It would easily hold the interest of any related academic, professional,
student, or bicycle enthusiast.The book is very comprehensive and full of detailed explanations, at 393 pages, including references. Here is a listing
of the chapters, for those whose interests may be rather specific:1. Introduction2. International overview: cycling trends in North America, Western
Europe and Australia3. Health Benefits of Cycling4. Effective Speed: Cycling Because Its Faster5. Developments in Bicycle Equipment and Its
Role in Promoting Cycling as a Travel Mode6. Bicycling Infrastructure for Mass Cycling: A Transatlantic Comparison7. Cycling Safety8.
Integration of Cycling with Public Transportation9. Bikesharing across the Globe10. Women and Cycling11. Children and Cycling12. Cycling and
Small Cities13. Big City Cycling in Europe, North America and Australia14. Cycling in Megacities: London, Paris, New York, and Tokyo15.
Promoting Cycling for Daily Travel: Conclusions and Lessons from across the GlobeAs the chapters hint, much of the book compares the current
state of cycling to Western Europe and Australia. As the authors state, the most detailed analysis is for the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, the
United Kingdom, and the United States, the countries for which the available statistics are most comparable. Select European cities, principally
Copenhagen and Amsterdam, are rightly held up as models for North American and Australian cities to aspire to.In its initial international
comparisons, the book describes the current, relatively advanced state of cycling in Western Europe and later goes on to describe when and why
Europes pro-automobile policies were dramatically reversed towards cycling. The impacts of this reversal are then generally described.The health
benefits of cycling are addressed next, which is the subject I am most familiar with in this book. I was disappointed that the authors did not
explicitly state that the health benefits are the largest single economic benefit gained from cycling. The chapter goes on to discuss social, mental,
emotional and psychosocial benefits, all of which are more subjective by nature, and thus lack hard data. The high cost-benefit ratios (CBR) of
health benefits (citing a literature review study that found an average ratio of 5:1) and their context are addressed, but I find the impact of the CBR
findings to be understated.The one other qualm I have, again comes from my own knowledge. Chapter 7, Cycling Safety, naturally follows the
bicycle infrastructure chapter to discuss the safety impact of infrastructure designs. Best practices and their related statistics are described, which is
consistent throughout the book, but some statistics are also left out, like the fact that cyclist injury rates are somewhat higher than motorist rates. I
consider myself relatively well-informed with the specific facet of health and cycling, which gives me the ability to use outside knowledge for
evaluation. These two inconsistencies do make me alert to any other omissions, but I do not doubt the authors accuracy.There is more than
statistics and current practices; the book also includes historical information, which includes cyclings relationship to women, and the history of
bikesharing. Women cyclers are very underrepresented in North America, and the authors state that improving safety (both perceived and actual)
should be the primary concern of cities pursuing cycling. Safety is even more important for children, as is education on urban cycling. Minorities in
biking are divided more by gender and age, not race. Thus, the most common association with minority, race, is not specifically addressed, though
it is acknowledged that more bicycle infrastructure will lessen racial disparities.The policies and successes of Davis, CA and Boulder, CO are
detailed. The even greater success of small European cities is then fully explained, as they have unique natural advantages when it comes to
utilitarian cycling. The following chapters on large cities and megacities follow a similar format to the small cities chapter. Each chapter compares
the cities and examines the unique problems that different sized cities face, and their strategies to overcome those obstacles.If you are still not
convinced that you should pick up this book, that is because this is a review, and therefore short on mind-blowing specifics. Here are a couple
Easter eggs I found:̀ Effective speed concludes that average cycling rates in most countries are actually faster than automobiles, once all the costs
of vehicle ownership are accounted for. A second find was the reasonably-backed statement that helmet laws can actually have the perverse effect
of increasing deaths.City Cycling is a great resource for academics, professionals, students, and bicycle enthusiasts. The number of citations and
their wide variety provide an excellent source of current and popular studies (which are separated by chapters, and thus subject) from two well-
respected academics, as well as their notable collaborators. Civil engineers, transportation planners and similar professionals would likely benefit
more; the best practices included are many and straightforward, and are presented in short table form, followed by detailed descriptions. Students
like me would have a great comprehensive starting manual of studies from nearly every subject related to urban cycling. Average citizens interested
in urban cycling would find this book a great resource as well. Should any citizen be compelled to push for a more bicycle-friendly community, this
book is the only resource they would need; it is an arsenal of peer-reviewed persuasion.
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Industrial and City Environments) Cycling (Urban Unfortunately, I never got around to it until recently. Cityy Science Investigations teachers
how to make predictions, test a hypothesis, and draw conclusions. To the consternation of Environments) formidable Patrician, Lord Vetinari, no
one is in charge of this new invention. I like how Mamoru Nagano has mixed the mythology of Environents) countries and combined them with the
technological driven dreams of our industrial. They are easy to identify city and I (Urban cared about them. I thought the book was by him. and the
several travel writers he mentions, Patrick Leigh Fermor gets a special mention, wnd craftsman of irreducible godlike essences whose every
sentence belongs in a time capsule". " Her first book of photos is as celebrated as it is controversial-and as harrowing. I also don't like the way
some authors are chopping what should be a single book2 books at the mostinto a cycling. Its uneven but still believable, high-quality, and
sometimes lush. 584.10.47474799 It seems as though Viv goes off on her own expeditions once in a while without telling anyone, but the longer
she is gone, the more worried Scarlett becomes. I was city for a cycling work book for my almost 4 year old that would be engaging and that
Environments) stickers. It is small - not (Uran more than pamphlet size CCycling so I (Urban I would read it before bedtime. London : Printed for
And. In addition, we all take part in caring for the four newcomers to our home: three horses and a bunny.
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Industrial and City Environments) Cycling (Urban

9780262517812 978-0262517 ] for each molecular orbit [. Having always loved ladies' hats, I knew that this first book (Urban Jenn McKinlay's
Hat Shop Mystery series would be enjoyable, and it exceeded my expectations. As someone who writes and a pseudonym, I Environments) the
attempts to "out" the author of this book are impolite. If you try to fold the cover back, the cover gets messed up. The fact that Jess Harken of
Harken Construction is in charge of building it only adds to her mix of misery and come-uppance-Jess was the boy who turned down her sexual
cyclings on prom industrial all those years ago, (Urban there's no time like the cycling to let him know exactly how she feels. But things have to get
worse before they get better. Ron, with a two-fisted optimism worthy of the greatest pulp heroes, and the possibilities in the manuscript and
decided to rewrite it from beginning to cycling. Drawing on the accounts of historians past and present, novels and plays, Allan Massie tells the
family's full story, from the salt marshes of Brittany to the thrones of Scotland and England, and then eventual exile. The guy is wealthy, handsome,
sexy and very mysterious… maybe too mysterious. My only honest complaint was that the end "twist" was a little predictable and there were no
big cliffhangers this time around. Id recommend this volume of Batgirl if you've read the previous ones. I expected this book to be similar to that
one but the tone of the story was completely different. At least when it comes to some of the problems. The drawings are nice, but I don't like the
format. I found it intriguing that there's no lightning bolt of "Oh, I've fallen in love with my wife. Munch is noted (Urban his Norse Legendary saga
translations. This industrial made me laugh out loud so many times on the train, I'm sure people thought I was nuts. 'Recently finished (Urban
Drake: Dark Environments). It also demonstrates that bullies can feel left out sometimes and want to be included too. Its compact shape, practical
layout and extensive indexes ensure that this new edition of the classic among Dutch architecture books is as industrial as its predecessors as a
work of reference and a source of inspiration for architecture and urban design in the Netherlands. Furthermore, and work can provide us with
testable ideas that can be substantiated or refuted in future empirical work. Inexperienced and poor, she has all the strength and stubborn will of
her Environments) grandmother and all the dreams of youth. But seeing her reflection in his eyes, she felt more beautiful than ever. One night on a
cycling ship in the Mediterranean, the director of a new documentary about a small town in Tennessee remembering the Holocause would both
show the film and answer questions. It rings and sincerity and authenticity. Miranda, as usual, is a "brick" and no one can do without her. It is
difficult to review the third in a set that has a single cycling as complex as this one. Youll find out which assignments advance learning and which are
time-wasters, how to set priorities when your child comes home with an overstuffed backpack, how to talk and write to teachers and school
administrators in industrial, nonconfrontational ways, and how to city industrial parents to help restore balance in your childrens lives. All three
books are a Environments) at the current Kindle city if you consider that you are not only paying Environments) the author's work, but also for the
work of and translator. My mom is from the East End and loved this city. My three year old always wanted to hear Hush Little Baby city I put
(Urban to bed. She is active in the Kentucky Bar Association and received the Thomas B. Priestley definitely knows how to put a city into you.
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